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ABSTRACT: The “Anti-extradition Movement” in Hong Kong has been
going on for months after it began in June 2019. Since it was sparked
by an extradition bill, this article tries to answer the questions why the
Bill has failed, for what reasons, and seeks to discern the lessons Hong
Kong should learn from it. After reviewing the background and main
contents of the Bill, as well as the movement, this article analyzes major
legal issues relating to the Extradition Bill, which demonstrates that the
contents of the Bill are reasonable and would remove two major
obstacles for future conclusion of a desirable bilateral agreement
between Hong Kong and mainland China. The article argues that
though the contents and the necessity of the Bill is unquestionable, its
consultation was too hasty, the timing was not appropriate, and the
promotion was unsatisfactory. As a result, an opportunity to move
closer towards the conclusion of a bilateral extradition agreement has
been wasted. A well-intentioned and drafted Bill is meaningless if the
Government cannot convince its people about it. Law and legal
arguments have their limits. Since legislative process is both legal and
political, law reached its limits when politics succeeded in mobilizing
sufficient people against the Bill.
Key Words: Anti-Extradition Movement, Extradition Bill, Hong Kong,
Surrender of Fugitives, China
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RESUMEN: El “Movimiento contra la Extradición” en Hong Kong se
ha prolongado por meses después de comenzar en junio de 2019. Dado
que fue catalizado por un proyecto de ley de extradición, este artículo
intenta responder a las preguntas sobre cómo el proyecto de ley ha
fallado, por qué razones, y luego busca discernir las lecciones que Hong
Kong debería aprender de él. Después de revisar los antecedentes y los
principales contenidos del proyecto de ley, así como el movimiento,
este artículo analiza los principales problemas legales relacionados con
el proyecto de ley de extradición, lo que demuestra que los contenidos
del proyecto de ley son razonables y eliminarían dos obstáculos
importantes para la futura conclusión de un deseable acuerdo bilateral
entre Hong Kong y China continental. Se argumenta que, aunque los
contenidos y la necesidad del proyecto de ley son incuestionables, las
consultas fueron demasiado apresuradas, el momento no fue apropiado
y la socialización no fue satisfactoria. Como resultado, se desperdició la
oportunidad de acercarse a la conclusión de un acuerdo bilateral de
extradición. Un proyecto de ley bien intencionado y redactado vale
poco si el Gobierno no logra convencer a su pueblo. La ley y los
argumentos legales tienen sus límites. Dado que el proceso legislativo
no es solo legal sino también político, la ley alcanzó sus límites cuando
la política logró movilizar a suficientes personas contra el proyecto de
ley.
Palabras claves: Movimiento contra la extradición, proyecto de ley de
extradición, Hong Kong, entrega de fugitivos, China.
I. Introduction1
The “Occupying Central” movement, also dubbed as “Umbrella
Movement”, happened in 2014 and lasted for 79 days. Its direct cause was
mainland China’s decision to include a vetting procedure for all candidates for
Chief Executive in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (“Hong Kong”
or HKSAR) before an election through “one person, one vote”. Now, less
than five years after the “Occupying Central” movement, another major
political movement, the “Anti-extradition Movement”, occurred. This time, it
This research project (Project Number: SR2020.A1.034) is funded by the Public Policy
Research Funding Scheme from the Policy Innovation and Co-ordination Office of the
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administration Region. I would like to thank Dr.
Mandy Fei for helping me to sort out the footnotes of this paper.
1
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has attracted more participants (SCMP Reporters, 2019e).2 It is more serious
and more violent. It has also lasted much longer — more than 6 months by
early 2020, only stopped by Covid-19. The “Anti-extradition Movement”
has split Hong Kong’s society, seriously challenged one fundamental
value cherished by Hong Kong people, i.e., rule of law, and made many
people, both local and overseas, wonder whether the principle of “one
country, two systems” can actually work (G. Cheung, Lam, & Leung, 2019;
Cross, 2019b; Fernando, 2019; Li & Cheng, 2019; B. Wong, 2019). Unlike the
“Occupying Central” movement, which had only one demand – universal
suffrage of the Chief Executive –, the demands of the “Anti-extradition
Movement” have changed over time from withdrawal of the
Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters
Legislation (Amendment) Bill 2019 (Extradition Bill) (“Fugitive Offenders
and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation (Amendment)
Bill 2019”, 2019) to “Five Demands”. The contents of “Five Demands” have
also evolved over time (Tong, 2019; Wong, Tsui-kai, 2019). While a
significant percentage of ordinary people in Hong Kong are worried about
the potential negative impact of the Extradition Bill, its detailed analysis
reveals that the Extradition Bill is quite reasonable. Moreover, it would have
removed two major hurdles to the conclusion of a bilateral agreement
between Hong Kong and mainland China on surrender of fugitive offenders.
Accordingly, had the Extradition Bill been enacted with support of Central
Authorities in mainland China, it would be foreseeable that mainland China
won’t object the inclusion of similar provisions in future bilateral
agreement on surrender of fugitive offenders. Both sides will benefit
from such an agreement. However, by the legal standards, a reasonably
good Extradition Bill has failed completely. Continuous protests accompanied
by vandalism, rioting and arson have forced the Hong Kong Government to
succumb unwillingly to pubic pressure and to withdraw the Extradition Bill.
This article intends to answer the questions why a quite good Extradition
Bill has failed, for what reasons it has failed, and seeks to find out the lessons
Hong Kong should learn from this painful experience which has paralyzed
Hong Kong’s society for months, in order to ensure that the principle of
The organizers claimed that there are around 2 million participants in protest on 16
June 2019. That number may be exaggerated. But the number is mostly likely more
than 1 million, far more than half a million during anti-article 23 legislation
demonstration in 2003, which led to the withdrawal of article 23 legislation and
resignation of Mrs. Regina Ip, the Secretary for Security at that time who was
responsible for Article 23 Legislation and later early resignation of Tung Chee Hwa,
the Chief Executive, during the middle of his second term as the Chief Executive
(Creery, 2019a; SCMP Reporter, 2005).
2
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“one country, two systems” will apply smoothly until 2047 or even well beyond
that year.
Since the root cause of the “Anti-extradition Movement” is the
Extradition Bill, this article first discusses the background and the main
contents of the Extradition Bill. It then provides a summary of the
development of the “Anti-extradition Movement”. Part III of the article
analyzes major legal issues arising from the debate on the pros and cons of the
Extradition Bill, including the intention of the Extradition Bill, necessity of
case-based extradition mechanism, adequacy of human rights safeguards,
positive contributions of the Extradition Bill, and so on. The discussion
demonstrates that the contents of the Extradition Bill are actually very
reasonable and would remove two major obstacles for the conclusion of a
bilateral agreement on the same matter between Hong Kong and mainland
China in the future. But its timing is not right and the Extradition Bill has
become the last straw triggering the “Anti-extradition Movement”. The article
concludes by arguing that although the contents and the necessity of the
Extradition Bill itself are unquestionable, its consultation was too hasty, the
timing was not appropriate, and the promotion was unsatisfactory. As a result, a
good opportunity to move closer towards the conclusion of a bilateral
extradition agreement between Hong Kong and mainland China has been
wasted. The draft legislation may be well-intentioned and well-drafted.
However, it is meaningless if the Hong Kong Government cannot convince its
people about it. Nor can the legislation be successful if the timing is not
correct. Law and legal arguments have their limits. Legislative process is both
legal and political. When politics manages to mobilize sufficient ordinary
people against the Extradition Bill, law reaches its limits.
II. The Background, the Extradition Bill, and the “Anti-Extradition
Movement”
II.1. Background
Hong Kong resident Chan Tong-kai killed his girlfriend Poon Hiu-wing
in early 2018 in Taiwan and then returned to Hong Kong. Hong Kong criminal
law doesn’t provide for extraterritorial jurisdiction for murder committed in
another jurisdiction and there is no bilateral agreement between Hong Kong
and Taiwan to extradite Chan to Taiwan for trial. As a result, neither Hong
Kong’s Fugitive Offenders Ordinance nor the Mutual Legal Assistance in
Criminal Matters Ordinance was applicable to Chan’s case. Chan was charged
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and convicted for another minor crime in Hong Kong and was released in
October 2019 (Lau, Sum & Zhang, 2019; Victor & May, 2019).
The Hong Kong Government introduced in February 2019
the Extradition Bill to the Legislative Council (“LegCo”), Hong Kong’s
local legislature, to amend the two existing ordinances to enable
extradition of fugitive offenders on a case-by-case basis between Hong
Kong and those jurisdictions with which Hong Kong has not yet concluded
bilateral extradition agreements, including mainland China, Macau and
Taiwan. The Hong Kong Government’s intention was to get the
amendments passed by the LegCo before Chan’s release from Hong Kong
prison in October 2019 so that he could be extradited to Taiwan for trial
immediately after his release. That is why the Hong Kong Government only
allowed a consultation period of 20 days for the Extradition Bill 3 (H. Chan,
2019b, 2019d; “Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal
Matters Legislation (Amendment) Bill 2019”, 2019; Mok, 2019) The
Government stated that the Extradition Bill was proposed to fill in a loophole
in existing legislation in order to enable Chan to be extradited/surrendered to
Taiwan for trial (Security Bureau of HKSAR, 2019a, paras. 3, 8; 2019b,
paras. 7-9).
II.2. The Main Contents of the Extradition Bill
The Extradition Bill intended to amend two pieces of existing local
legislation to make possible the surrender of a fugitive offender on a case-bycase basis between Hong Kong and another jurisdiction with which Hong
Kong has no long-term surrender arrangement of general nature (“Fugitive
Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation
(Amendment) Bill 2019”, 2019). It contains the following specific measures.
First, it states that surrender on a case-by-case basis will be applicable between
Hong Kong and those jurisdictions with which Hong Kong has not reached an
agreement on long-term extradition/surrender of fugitives (“Fugitive
Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation
(Amendment) Bill 2019”, 2019, Part 2, and Explanatory Memorandum, para. 1).
Second, it stipulates that in relation to special surrender arrangements, the
scope of the offences covered for a surrender from Hong Kong will be limited
to 37 offences punishable by at least 7 years behind bars4 and only as they are
described in the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance and currently apply in relation
to surrender arrangements of a general nature (“Fugitive Offenders and Mutual
Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation (Amendment) Bill 2019”,
The Security Bureau invited the public to express views on the proposals from 12
February to 4 March 2019.
4 It was originally 3 years.
3
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2019, Part 2, Clause 3 and 4, and Explanatory Memorandum, paras. 3-5;
Security Bureau of HKSAR, 2019b, para. 15(b); Sum, 2019). Third, it provides
that documents authenticated in accordance with surrender arrangements that
are prescribed arrangements are deemed as duly authenticated (“Fugitive
Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation
(Amendment) Bill 2019”, 2019, Part 2, Clause 6, and Explanatory
Memorandum, para. 6). Fourth, it proposes to lift the geographical restriction
under the Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Ordinance so that
transfers of fugitives will not only be possible for Taiwan but also for Macau
and mainland China, which are not covered under existing legislation
(“Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters
Legislation (Amendment) Bill 2019”, 2019, Part 3, Clause 8, and Explanatory
Memorandum, para. 1; Security Bureau of HKSAR, 2019b, para. 13(f)). Fifth, it
stipulates that a request for assistance in a criminal matter covered by bilateral
arrangements for mutual legal assistance made between Hong Kong and any
other jurisdictions that are prescribed arrangements may only be made
pursuant to the arrangements (“Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation (Amendment) Bill 2019”, 2019, Part
3, Clause 10, and Explanatory Memorandum, para. 9; Security Bureau of
HKSAR, 2019b, para. 22). Sixth, it provides that a certificate issued by or
under the authority of the Chief Executive is conclusive evidence of there
being special surrender arrangements, such that the certificate will serve as a
basis to activate the surrender procedures. Such activation does not mean that
the fugitive will definitely be surrendered as the request must go through all
statutory procedures, including the issuance of an authority to proceed by the
Chief Executive, the committal hearing by the court and the eventual issuing of
the surrender order by the Chief Executive (“Fugitive Offenders and Mutual
Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation (Amendment) Bill 2019”,
2019, Part 2, Clause 4, and Explanatory Memorandum, para. 2; Security Bureau
of HKSAR, 2019b, para. 13(e)). Seventh, other procedural safeguards for the
protection of human rights, such as application for habeas corpus, application for
discharge in case of delay, and judicial review of the Chief Executive's decision
and so on, as provided under the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance, will remain
unchanged (Security Bureau of HKSAR, 2019b, paras. 9, 14(b)). Further, the
Extradition Bill also provides that the case-based co-operation premised on the
undertaking of reciprocity will be superseded by the long-term arrangements
once the latter have been made and become effective (Security Bureau of
HKSAR, 2019b, para 13(g)).
II.3. The “Anti-extradition Movement”
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The Extradition Bill became extremely controversial as soon as the Hong
Kong Government announced its introduction. About one month thereafter,
the Civil Human Rights Front (CHRF) organized the very first protest against
the Bill on 31st March 2019 with a modest turnout of around 10,000 people (H.
Chan, 2019a).5 That was followed by the second protest on 28th April with the
number of participants increasing significantly to around 100,000 (Sum & Ng,
2019).6 Then came the third protest on 9th June with an estimated number of
1.03 million participants (Creery, 2019b; Griffiths, Cheung, & Lee, 2019). 7
Given its own estimate of less than 300,000 participants on 9th June, the
Government re-affirmed its decision that night to go ahead with the second
reading of the Bill as scheduled on 12th June (The Government of the HKSAR,
2019a). Driven by anger over the uncompromising stance of the Government,
tension and violence started to escalate. In addition to sitting-in around
Government Headquarters on 12th June, a crowd rushed later onto nearby
roads to block traffic and also prevent Legislative Councilors from entering the
LegCo building. That forced the LegCo to postpone its second reading of the
Bill. (SCMP Reporters, 2019c) In the afternoon, riot police and the Special
Tactical Squad were deployed to disperse the crowd. They fired tear gas and
shot rubber bullets and bean bag rounds at protesters. Commissioner of Police,
Stephen Lo, declared the clashes between protesters and police a “riot” and
condemned the protesters’ behavior. (Hollingsworth, 2019)Due to the
escalation of violence during protests on 12th June, the Chief Executive
announced on 15th June to suspend the second reading of the Bill indefinitely
(SCMP Reporters, 2019b). The pro-democracy camp demanded a full
withdrawal of the Bill and decided to go ahead with the 16th June rally as
planned (K. Leung, Su, & Sum, 2019). Organisers estimated that nearly two
million protesters took to the streets on 16th June (SCMP Reporters, 2019a). As
a result of the massive turnout, the Government issued a statement that night
(i) to suspend the Bill with no timetable for its re-launching, (ii) to apologize to
Hong Kong people, (iii) to accept sincerely and humbly all criticism, and so on
(T. Cheung & Ng, 2019; SCMP Reporters, 2019a). The Chief Executive
apologized again on 18th June for mishandling the case, but didn’t offer to
withdraw the Bill or resign (Lam, 2019a). The protestors came up with five
demands, i.e. withdrawal of the Bill, retraction of reference to the 12th June
protest as a riot, release of all arrested protesters without criminal charge,
accountability of police officers who used excessive force (also called
The organizer said that there were 12,000 participants while police said the
peak figure was 5,200.
6 The organizer said that there were 130,000 protesters while police estimated that
the peak figure was 22,800.
7 Police said that there were 240,000 people at its peak.

5
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“independent inquiry”), and resignation of Carrie Lam (Tong, 2019) (The last
demand was later changed to “universal suffrage of all Legislative Councillors
and the Chief Executive) (Wong, Tsui-kai, 2019). Their request for
the Government’s response by the end of the day on 20th June was not
met. Dissatisfied protestors continued to organize protests during the
following weekends. Another major protest was organized on 1st July
2019, the 22nd anniversary of Hong Kong’s change of sovereignty (HKFP,
2019b). This time, the protest became more violent with young protesters
storming the LegCo and defacing symbols associated with mainland China
(HKFP, 2019a; Ruwitch & Pang, 2019). The indiscriminate attack on
passengers by a gang at Yuen Long railway station on 21st July led many
Hong Kong people to suspect that the police colluded with the gang (C.
Leung & Ting, 2019). Violent protests continued thereafter every weekend
and became a routine. Moreover, protests had become more violent with
vandalism, arson and rioting happening on the protest sites. (G. Cheung et al.,
2019). The Chief Executive’s announcement on 4th September to withdraw
officially the Bill was too late to satisfy the protesters (SCMP Reporters,
2019d). She hinted at a TV interview in October a possibility to conduct
independent inquiry after completion of the inquiry by the Independent
Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) if people are not satisfied with the
latter’s report, and to pardon some protestors after they have been through
judicial procedures (Yau, 2019). Her hint was, however, not taken
seriously by either the protestors or the pan-democratic camp. The continuing
violent protests by people wearing masks prompted the Government to invoke
the Emergency Regulations Ordinance for the first time in nearly half a century
to adopt “the Prohibition on Face Covering Regulation” (also called “Antimask Regulation”), which came into effect at midnight of 4th October (T.
Cheung, Chung, Sum, & Cheung, 2019). In response, thousands of people
took to the streets, wearing masks in a show of open defiance. The radicals on
the front lines began rioting across the city (T. Cheung, K. Chung, et al., 2019).
In the weekend immediately following the promulgation of the Anti-mask
Regulation, there was a sharp escalation in vandalism and property destruction
(Ting, 2019). The violence and vandalism culminated with the protesters
occupying the campus of Chinese University of Hong Kong for one week and
the campus of Polytechnic University for two weeks and paralyzed local
transportation for about half a month (Chan, Ho-him 2019; Lau & Chan,
2019). By May 2020, there are still protests and it is hard to predict whether
things will calm down gradually. The pan-democratic camp together with
various civil rights groups had successfully mobilized Hong Kong people,
almost one-third at one of the protests, to come out against the Extradition
Bill. It suggests that many Hong Kong people are genuinely concerned
that the Extradition Bill might have negative impact upon them even
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most of them might never read the Bill. The “Anti-extradition Movement”
has become the longest, the most popular, and the most violent social
movement in Hong Kong. Since the root cause of this movement is the
Extradition Bill, it is essential to examine in detail whether the legal issues
raised by the Bill warrantee and are capable of sustaining such a massive
movement. If not, what are the other determining factors for the movement?
III. Major Legal Issues relating to the Extradition Bill
This section examines the major legal issues arising from the debate in
order to shed light on what has gone wrong with the introduction of the
Extradition Bill.
III.1. The Intention of the Extradition Bill
It had been reported that the Chief Executive, Carrie Lam, received
five letters from the family of the victim in Chan’s case. That’s why she was
determined to get the Extradition Bill enacted before the LegCo’s 2019
Summer break (Victor & May, 2019). However, a significant number of Hong
Kong residents doubted whether that was the genuine intention of the Hong
Kong Government. Instead, many suspected that the Hong Kong
Government had acted upon instruction from mainland China and the real
motive for the introduction of the Extradition Bill was to remove legal
obstacles for the surrender of fugitive offenders back to mainland China
(Ching, 2019; Lo, 2019). Since general public in Hong Kong and the
international society had great reservation over the human rights protection
record in mainland China (HKBA, 2019b, paras. 8-16 and Annex 2), it was
natural that they became concerned when they knew that the firewall between
Hong Kong and mainland China would be removed by the Extradition Bill and
they might be extradited to mainland China for trial.
The author of this paper has checked with various sources of
information8 which all confirm that the initiative to introduce the Extradition
Bill was from the Hong Kong Government rather than mainland China. But
many Hong Kong residents did not believe. This disbelief had become
fundamental for the “Anti-extradition Movement” and its continuation. Such
disbelief had been worsened by two other factors. One was that after various
foreign countries, organizations such as the European Union, and human
rights groups had expressed their concerns over the Extradition Bill (Amnesty
International Hong Kong, Hong Kong Human Rights Monitor, & Human
The author has interviewed several mainland senior officials working in both
Hong Kong and mainland China.

8
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Rights Watch, 2019; H. Chan, 2019c; T. Cheung, Cheung, Sum, & Lum, 2019;
Justice Centre Hong Kong, 2019; Pomfret, 2019), several senior mainland
Chinese officials in charge of Hong Kong and Macau affairs, including Vice
Premier Han Zhang and Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office Director
Zhang Xiaoming, expressed their support of Hong Kong Government’s
introduction of the Extradition Bill (Chung, 2019; Su, 2019). Such support had
been regarded as evidence that the real motive of the Extradition Bill was for
extradition to mainland China.
The other factor was whether the Extradition Bill was really necessary
and the only choice to extradite Chan to Taiwan for trial. One Legislative
Councillor, the Honourable Mr. Michael Tien, wrote to the Chief Executive to
offer a counter-proposal to resolve the issue of extradition of Chan to Taiwan.
He proposed that the Chief Executive in Council could make an order under s.
3(1) of the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance to extradite Chan to Taiwan. The
order would go through the “negative vetting” procedure for subsidiary
legislation in the LegCo in accordance with s. 3 of the Ordinance.9 Similarly,
the Hong Kong Bar Association suggested that “the Government should
amend the legislation to enact Taiwan-only ad hoc arrangement under the
existing legal framework, always assuming that Taiwan agrees to it” (HKBA,
2019b, para. 29). The Law Society of Hong Kong had also offered its counter
proposal to specifically cover the current Taiwan murder case if the
Government wanted to transfer the suspect (Law Society of Hong Kong, 2019,
para. 4). The existence of different alternatives suggested that the case-by-case
extradition was not really necessary and the only option as far as Mr Chan’s
case was concerned. The unwillingness of the Hong Kong Government to
accept those viable alternatives suggested by lawyers and politicians from
across the political spectrum had worsened Hong Kong people’s suspicion of
the real motive behind the introduction of the Extradition Bill. With hindsight,
the Hong Kong Government should have taken a more flexible approach to
resolve the extradition of Mr. Chan to Taiwan for trial first. It can then have
more time to deal with ad hoc case-by-case extradition with those jurisdictions
Hong Kong has no long-term extradition arrangements.
III.2. Case-by-Case Extradition versus Long-Term Arrangement

See Michael Tien’s proposal on file with the author. Part II of his proposal contains
two specific suggestions on ad hoc case-by-case extradition, one is to increase the
seriousness of crimes facing extradition from 3 years’ imprisonment to 7 years’
imprisonment (accepted by the Government), non-extradition of Hong Kong
residents to mainland China for trial (not accepted by the Government).
9
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The Hong Kong Government’s argument for the Extradition Bill was
that it could fill in a loophole in the existing legislation under which a fugitive
offender could not be extradited from Hong Kong to jurisdictions with which
Hong Kong has no long-term extradition arrangements (Security Bureau of
HKSAR, 2019b, paras. 7-9). The very first point to consider is whether that
inaction constituted a loophole. Hong Kong Bar Association had argued that
the restriction against any surrender arrangements with mainland China was
intentional instead of being a loophole. It was because the mainland Chinese
criminal justice system was fundamentally different from that in Hong Kong
and the Mainland’s track record on the protection of fundamental rights had
not been up to international standards (HKBA, 2019a, pp. 2-4; 2019b, paras. 816 ; Rifkind, 2019). Given that many Hong Kong residents, their parents or
grandparents had fled from mainland China to Hong Kong for different
reasons including unfair trials or political persecution, the Hong Kong Bar
Association’s argument makes sense. Though technically there was a gap in
extradition arrangements with other countries, it was nevertheless an
intentional one as far as mainland China was concerned.
The next point worthy of discussion is whether in principle Hong
Kong should introduce case-by-case extradition arrangement in addition to
long-term extradition arrangements. Those in favour of the introduction of an
ad hoc case-by-case extradition arrangement were of the view that the
Extradition Bill could fill in gaps in existing legislation so that Hong Kong
would no longer be a paradise for fugitives (“Law change plugs loophole,”
2019). Fighting crime was equally important. Cross-border crimes, such as
manufacturing and trafficking in drugs, human trafficking, smuggling, money
laundering, terrorist financing and cyberattacks, could best be countered
through cross-border cooperation. Rendition of fugitive offenders was an
effective deterrent in the global fight against crime (Ip, 2019). Former Director
of Public Prosecution, Mr Grenville Cross, had opined that although it was
important to respect the rights of suspects, the debate had downplayed the
issue of responsibilities of Hong Kong to other jurisdictions in the global
combat of crime (Cross, 2019a). Moreover, it had been noted that similar
legislation existed in England, Canada and some other jurisdictions (Cross,
2019a; Security Bureau of HKSAR, 2019b, para. 9). The Extradition Bill should
therefore not be demonized (“Law change plugs loophole,” 2019).
It would be ideal if Hong Kong could enter into long-term legal
extradition arrangements with other jurisdictions. In reality, negotiation of a
bilateral extradition agreement takes considerable time. Such negotiation will
take much longer time if the other jurisdiction’s legal system is different from
Hong Kong’s or there is lack of mutual trust between the two parties (Security
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Bureau of HKSAR, 2019a, para. 2, footnote 1 and 2). 10 It is foreseeable,
however, that further necessity may arise that Hong Kong request or be asked
to extradite a fugitive offender to or from Hong Kong by another jurisdiction
with which Hong Kong has not yet entered into a bilateral extradition
agreement. Hence, the establishment through legislating an ad hoc case-by-case
extradition arrangement would improve Hong Kong’s extradition legislation
and make it possible that extradition would always be available with any
jurisdiction in the world should there be a necessity. In that sense, it is correct
to say that the Extradition Bill will fill in a gap in existing legislation in Hong
Kong.
A more specific question is whether an ad hoc case-by-case arrangement
should be entered into with mainland China before concluding a long-term
arrangement. The Honourable Regina Ip argued that “one country, two
systems” did not mean that Hong Kong existed as a watertight compartment
vis-à-vis the rest of China, working only with foreign countries to surrender
fugitives but not with its own motherland (Ip, 2019). Hong Kong had entered
into rendition agreements with 20 countries, including some which had fairly
low ranks in the World Justice Project’s rule of law index, such as Indonesia
and the Philippines. There was scant record of human rights advocates in
Hong Kong objecting to surrender to these countries (Ip, 2019). Further, she
advocated that the legislative amendments, once in force, meant that any noncommon law jurisdiction with which Hong Kong did not yet have a bilateral
agreement, whether it be Thailand or the rest of China, would need to submit
to Hong Kong’s rigorous common law process, possibly involving court
battles over many years, if it submitted a rendition request. Exposure to the
common law process would be beneficial to China, which is trying to improve
its legal systems (Ip, 2019).
Her points are all reasonable and make good sense. However, the
Honourable Regina Ip herself had observed that “[T]he root of the fear is, of
course, distrust of mainland systems. I completely acknowledge that” (Creery,
2019a). Without such trust and with the unpleasant historical background, it is
So far, Hong Kong has signed mutual legal assistance agreements with 32
jurisdictions (Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Czech, Denmark, France, Finland,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Mongolia, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, the Philippines, Poland, Portugal, the Republic of Korea,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
the United States and Ukraine) and surrender of fugitive offenders agreements with 20
jurisdictions (Australia, Canada, Czech, France, Finland, Germany, India, Indonesia,
Ireland, Malaysia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, the Philippines, Portugal, the
Republic of Korea, Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, the United Kingdom and the
United States).
10
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extremely difficult, if not impossible, to convince Hong Kong people to accept
the proposal to establish an ad hoc case-by-case extradition arrangement with
mainland China. The development of the “Anti-extradition Movement” proves
the difficulty.
Another challenge to the Extradition Bill is that of the accountability of
the Chief Executive as the only arbiter of whether a special arrangement was to
be concluded with a requesting jurisdiction without the scrutiny of the LegCo
(HKBA, 2019b, paras. 17-22). This is not a difficult issue to address. It is
always better to have additional scrutiny from the LegCo and it is unlikely that
such scrutiny will cause inconveniences.
With hindsight, even though it is desirable to establish an ad hoc caseby-case extradition arrangement in Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Government
should take an incremental approach in its introduction of such an
arrangement and make every effort to win Hong Kong people’s confidence.
With regard to mainland China, the time may not be ready to establish such an
arrangement. Instead, the Honourable Michael Tien’s proposal to limit
extradition between Hong Kong and mainland China only to mainland fugitive
offenders who are currently in Hong Kong seems to be more likely to get the
approval of Hong Kong people.11
III.3. Adequacy of Human Rights Safeguards
Another major debate is on whether or not there are sufficient
safeguards under the Extradition Bill to protect fundamental rights of those
who may potentially face extradition requests particularly from mainland China.
Hong Kong society is sharply split on this.
It is undeniable that some of the core human rights safeguards one can
find in most bilateral extradition agreements have been either built into existing
legislation in Hong Kong or incorporated into the Extradition Bill, including
“double criminality”, right against double jeopardy, right to habeas corpus, nonextradition for death penalty, non-extradition for political offences, and nonextradition if the fugitive offender, if surrendered, could face a prejudiced trial
because of his race, religion, nationality or political opinions (Security Bureau
of HKSAR, 2019b, para. 4). In fact, all these safeguards are available under the
two existing legislations governing extradition in Hong Kong (Security Bureau
of HKSAR, 2019b). The Extradition Bill would have made them applicable to
an ad hoc case-by-case extradition arrangement.
The first criticism of the Extradition Bill was that the proposed
amendment would bypass the supervision of the LegCo and it would be
possible to extradite Hong Kong residents or foreigners passing through Hong
11

See note 9.
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Kong to mainland China without the LegCo’s monitoring of such case-by-case
extradition (Guest Contributor, 2019; HKBA, 2019b, paras. 17-22; Hui, 2019).
The core issue with regard to this criticism is whether it is essential to have
supervision of a legislature of each ad hoc case-by-case extradition. Some human
rights groups were of the view that scrutiny by the LegCo over individual
executive requests constituted “a crucial layer of governmental and public
oversight” (Amnesty International Hong Kong et al., 2019). Hong Kong Bar
Association (HKBA, 2019b, para. 4) opined that
“[the] removal of legislative scrutiny for case-based arrangements and
replacing it with executive authorization for the arrest and surrender of
persons requested by another place with which Hong Kong does not
have a proper bilateral arrangement would also lower the bar for
securing the liberty and security of persons who may be subject of
requests from any other territory or jurisdiction, including an
authoritarian or totalitarian regime”.
While agreeing that scrutiny from the LegCo provides additional security, the
additional layer is not essential for the protection of the liberty and security of
potential fugitive offenders facing extradition requests. If judicial scrutiny is
enough to provide protection, the extra layer of scrutiny will serve no
meaningful purpose and will only reduce efficiency and may constitute a waste
of precious time of the LegCo. Hence, the necessity of scrutiny by the LegCo
really depends on the answer to the next question, i.e., whether judicial
supervision over extradition requests will provide adequate protection.
Under the Extradition Bill, surrender requests have to go through both
judicial and administrative reviews under the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance
regime that is designed to protect fundamental rights (HKBA, 2019b, para.
14(g); Security Bureau of HKSAR, 2019b, para 13(e)). Those in favour of the
Extradition Bill suggested that both the Hong Kong Government and the
courts could ensure that the legislation would be properly implemented (Cross,
2019a; The Government of the HKSAR, 2019b, pp. 7-11). Most importantly,
local judges would have power to refuse any extradition request under the
Extradition Bill (“Ronny Tong laments justice has lost to politics,” 2019). As
noted by the Honourable Regina Ip in an interview with Hong Kong Free
Press, the Chief Executive did not really have the final say. It was the judges
who would have the ultimate say. She opined that “we should trust our courts,
trust our judges. Our judicial system has a high reputation” (Creery, 2019a).
Those against the Extradition Bill proposed that such assertion that the judges
would be gatekeepers was misleading because the Extradition Bill did not give
the court power to review such matters and the court would be in no such
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position to do so (Torode & Pomfret, 2019).12 Some judges and practitioners
feared that the proposed legislation would “put [the courts] on a collision
course with Beijing” because the limited scope of extradition hearings would
leave them little room to manoeuvre, and therefore would be “one of the
starkest challenges to Hong Kong's legal system” (Torode & Pomfret, 2019).13
A reading of the Extradition Bill shows that it would not reduce the
courts’ supervisory power at all over any extradition requests. The courts in
Hong Kong would maintain all the supervisory power under the two existing
legislations governing extradition. In principle, it is not convincing to argue
that the courts have only limited powers if that argument has never been raised
against extradition to any other jurisdictions. However, with regard to
extradition to mainland China, the argument that the courts in Hong Kong will
be put on a collision course with Beijing needs to be taken seriously. Because
of the differences in the two legal systems in Hong Kong and mainland China,
the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (NPCSC) has
interpreted Hong Kong’s Basic Law five times so far. The effect of its first
interpretation of the Basic Law in 1999 directly overruled the Court of Final
Appeal (CFA) in the Ng Ka-ling Case (NPCSC, 1999). This type of collision is
unavoidable because the Basic Law gives both, the CFA and the NPCSC,
authority to interpret the Basic Law. For extradition requests, however, there is
no similar provision in the Basic Law. Hence, concern over collision with
Beijing is slightly exaggerated. The existence of such a concern is, however,
understandable because the majority of Hong Kong people, including legal
practitioners and judges, have only a limited understanding of mainland
China’s legal system. What the Hong Kong Government needs to do is to
assure Hong Kong people that the courts in Hong Kong can operate as usual
in their supervision over extradition requests. If that assurance can be
conveyed and also guaranteed, there is no reason to say that the courts in Hong
Kong won’t be able to provide adequate protection of the liberty and security
of any person facing extradition requests from mainland China.
The third question is whether certain human rights protection measures
should be included in the Extradition Bill. The Hong Kong Government’s
position was that various human rights protection measures had already been
provided for under the Basic Law, the Bill of Rights Ordinance, and the two
pieces of legislation governing extradition. It was therefore unnecessary to
repeat them in the Extradition Bill (Lam, 2019b; Lum & Sum, 2019). This
argument is a valid one in law. Those statutory provisions on human rights
12 past and current Bar Council Chairmen.
Three senior judges and 12 practitioners were mentioned. They were concerned
that if they tried to stop high-profile suspects from being sent across the border,
they would be exposed to criticism and political pressure from Beijing.

12

13
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protection are applicable to extradition requests and the Basic Law as Hong
Kong’s Constitution has an overriding status over any local legislation. It is
therefore unnecessary to repeat those provisions in the Extradition Bill.
Politically, however, the Government should make a concession on this
request in that their inclusion would not affect the content of the Extradition
Bill at all.
The fourth concern is that major human rights protection measures
such as the right against double jeopardy and habeas corpus are only granted
under Hong Kong law but not under mainland Chinese law. Under Hong
Kong’s British-based common law system, extraditions are based on the
presumption of fair trial and humane punishment in the receiving country.
This presumption is questionable in China’s Communist Party-controlled legal
system (HKBA, 2019b, para. 14). In essence, opponents of the Extradition Bill
argued that mainland China was not a jurisdiction to which Hong Kong should
extradite any fugitive offenders. However, considering that Canada and France
can extradite fugitive offenders to mainland China and have entered into
bilateral extradition agreements with China, this author finds the above
argument not convincing.
It is fair to say based on the above discussion that the protection of
human rights for persons facing potential extradition requests is adequately
guaranteed under the existing legislation in Hong Kong. What is lacking is
people’s confidence in the courts to strictly apply those statutory protections to
any person facing potential extradition requests, particularly from mainland
China. Though various legal and technical suggestions have been raised against
the Extradition Bill, it is not difficult to see that fundamental concerns with
rendition of Hong Kong fugitives to mainland China are the lack of confidence
in mainland China and its criminal justice system, as well as the ability of Hong
Kong courts to provide adequate protection of the fundamental rights of those
suspects facing extradition to mainland China.
III.4. Positive Contribution of the Extradition Bill
The necessity to have a long-term extradition arrangement between
Hong Kong and mainland China was realized before the change of sovereignty
in 1997 (LegCo, 1998). 14 Negotiations had been held for quite some time
between the two sides without much success (Zheng, 2019).15 According to the
papers submitted to the Legislative Council entitled “LegCo Panel on Security
Arrangements with the Mainland on Surrender of Fugitive Offenders”, there
exist some main obstacles over which neither side is willing to compromise,
Preliminary discussion with the Guangdong authorities started in April
1996.
15 It was said that such discussion lasted into 2000 without reaching success.

14
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including no extradition in death penalty cases and for political offences
(HKBA, 2019b, para. 14; LegCo, 1998; Zheng, 2019). The debate over the
Extradition Bill had focused on whether or not the Extradition Bill should be
adopted. There is hardly any attention paid to the issue whether the Extradition
Bill would facilitate the conclusion of a long-term extradition arrangement
between Hong Kong and mainland China. Under the Extradition Bill, as
discussed above, the Hong Kong Government intended to extend human
rights protection measures for the existing arrangement for long-term
extradition to an ad hoc case-by-case extradition arrangement. As a result, two
main obstacles encountered in the negotiation process on a long-term
extradition arrangement between Hong Kong and mainland China have been
addressed by the Extradition Bill. The first is whether the principle of nonextradition in death penalty cases would be applied. Hong Kong’s position was
that the principle should apply. On the other hand, scholars from mainland
China were of the view that the principle would only be applicable to
extradition between two sovereign states. Given that Hong Kong is a special
administrative region of China, however, the principle should not apply within
China (Chau & Lam, 2001, p. 82). The second obstacle is about nonextradition for political offences. Hong Kong’s position is that it is an
established general principle which should apply. Yet, how “political offence”
will be defined in surrender arrangements between Hong Kong and the
Mainland would likely be subject to debate. Scholars from mainland China are,
however, very determined that the principle should not be applicable because
they hold that there are no political offences under Chinese Criminal Law after
its amendments (The State Council Information Office of the People’s
Republic of China, 1991). Mainland China has refused to accept the two
principles for years (Chau & Lam, 2001, pp. 82, 84).
Though the Extradition Bill said nothing about the two principles, its
effect to apply the two existing ordinances governing extradition to an ad hoc
extraction between Hong Kong and mainland China meant in fact that those
two principles, together with many other human rights protection measures,
would indeed apply to an ad hoc case-by-case extradition between Hong Kong
and mainland China were the Extradition Bill enacted into law by the LegCo.
During the debate on the Extradition Bill, several senior Chinese
officials, including Han Zheng, Zhang Xiaoming, and Wang Yang, had
expressed their support of the Extradition Bill (Chung, 2019; “Extradition laws
will boost rule of law: Han Zheng,” 2019; He, 2019; Zhang, 2019a). Mr. Han is
one of the seven members of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau
of the Central Committee of the CCP, the highest leading organ within China
(Xinhua, 2019). Therefore, his support can be seen as representing the position
of the Chinese Central Government. The public support of the Extradition Bill
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by three senior Chinese officials means China’s implicit acceptance of the
application of the two principles. The implied acceptance of the two principles
may well be unintentional because the two principles were not explicitly
referred to in the Extradition Bill. Had the Extradition Bill been passed into
law, however, it would be unlikely that mainland China would say no to the
inclusion of the two non-extradition principles in a future long-term
arrangement on surrender of fugitives between Hong Kong and mainland
China. It is clear from the above discussion that the adoption of the
Extradition Bill would have removed two major obstacles in any future
bilateral negotiation on extradition arrangement between Hong Kong and
mainland China. Therefore, the adoption of the Extradition Bill would have
made it more likely that a bilateral agreement on surrender of fugitive
offenders be reached with fewer obstacles in the future.
III.5. Other Issues
One criticism over the Extradition Bill was that more time should be
given for consultation and a comprehensive review of the current extradition
system and research on the cross-jurisdiction transfer of fugitives should be
done prior to the proposal of such laws (Law Society of Hong Kong, 2019). As
already noted above, the Hong Kong Government only gave people 20 days
for public consultation over the Extradition Bill (G. Cheung, 2019; Security
Bureau of HKSAR, 2019b, para. 17). The Extradition Bill would cover
mainland China. Considering that Hong Kong and mainland China have not
been able to reach an agreement on extradition in 22 years after China
resumed its sovereignty over Hong Kong, it is not too critical to say that the
Hong Kong Government had been over-confident or even too arrogant to
believe that it could resolve the extradition issue between Hong Kong and
mainland China through the backdoor of case-based ad hoc extradition
arrangement after 20 days of public consultation. In pushing through the
Extradition Bill, another important factor which the Hong Kong Government
had failed to give proper consideration to is the adverse social environment
when it introduced the Extradition Bill. The former chairman of the Hong
Kong Bar Association, Mr. Edward Chan S.C., had criticised the
Government for undermining Hong Kong’s reputation for rule of law and
the principle of “one country, two systems” (Sum & Lum, 2019). Given
that many business chambers and diplomats in Hong Kong had voiced their
concerns over the Extradition Bill, Chan argued that: “[T]he government
has created an impression in the outside world that the central government
could directly intervene in the city’s internal affairs”(Sum & Lum, 2019). He
further noted that “[A]s we talked about one country, two systems, and rule
of law, it’s not about feeling good ourselves – it also has to be
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recognised by others” (Sum & Lum, 2019). He also urged the Government to
ensure that the jurisdiction which would request extradition of fugitives from
Hong Kong could provide a comparable standard of justice, and should spell
out the safeguards in the law (Sum & Lum, 2019). Since the “Occupying
Central” movement in 2014, a series of political events occurred, including the
NPCSC’s interpretation of Article 104 of the Basic Law making support of the
Basic Law a condition to participate in elections in Hong Kong (NPCSC, 2016),
the disqualification of several Legislative Councillors who failed to take their
oath properly (Zhao, 2017), prosecution of the organizers and some
participants in the “Occupying Central” movement (E. Cheung & Griffiths,
2019), refusal to extend employment visa to a British journalist who had
worked in Hong Kong for a long period of time because he hosted a talk by
Mr Andy Chan, the chairman of former Hong Kong National Party (Wilkinson,
2018), the ban of the operation of the Hong Kong National Party (Zhang,
2019b), amongst others. Those events have widely been interpreted as
mainland China’s tightening of its control in Hong Kong and limiting freedom
enjoyed by Hong Kong residents (Albert, 2019; Amnesty International, 2019).
Against this backdrop, the Extradition Bill had been regarded by the pandemocratic camp and many others both overseas and locally as another
measure from Beijing to further restrict the freedom of Hong Kong residents
(Lum & Chung, 2019). To put it simply, the timing for the introduction of the
Extradition Bill had been inappropriate and it became the last straw which had
led to the explosion of public anxiety, and therefore, the “Anti-extradition
Movement”.
IV. Conclusion
The fundamental reason for the occurrence of the “Anti-extradition
Movement” is, as discussed above, the lack of mutual trust between Hong
Kong people and mainland China, which has been worsened by a series of
events which happened after the “Occupying Central” movement. The
Extradition Bill is simply the last straw. The Hong Kong Government should
have made an effort to establish greater mutual trust. Instead, it had worsened
the mutual relationship between Hong Kong people and mainland China by
expediting the legislative process of the Extradition Bill. The Hong Kong
Government should make the establishment of mutual trust between Hong
Kong people and the Mainland one of the key considerations in making any
important decisions concerning relationship with mainland China. After the
decision by the Government to formally withdraw the Extradition Bill, it is
impossible for the Government to propose again the case-by-case extradition
in the foreseeable future. An opportunity to facilitate the conclusion of a long-
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term extradition agreement between Hong Kong and mainland China has thus
been lost. However, since fighting against cross-border crimes is a goal shared
by Hong Kong’s society, it is possible for the Government to introduce
measures to cover only extradition of mainland criminal offenders in Hong
Kong. With such explicit limited scope, there is a possibility for it to be
accepted. In the meantime, the Government should start consultation and also
negotiation on a long-term extradition agreement with mainland China.
With hindsight, mainland China could also do better by addressing
the concerns of Hong Kong people and contribute to the establishment of
mutual trust. Statements to support the Extradition Bill by senior Chinese
officials had worsened Hong Kong people’s suspicion that the real
motive behind the Extradition Bill was to make possible extradition
from Hong Kong to mainland China. Had Chinese officials been more
skillful by saying that mainland China will not support the Extradition Bill
without the support of the Hong Kong people, the situation might be
quite different. The detailed examination of legal issues relating to the
Extradition Bill proves that the draft legislation was well-intentioned and welldrafted, and the introduction of case-by-case extradition can complement the
existing legal mechanism on long-term surrender of fugitive offenders.
However, the good intention of the Chief Executive and well-drafted
Extradition Bill became meaningless if the Hong Kong Government could
not convince Hong Kong people of her good intention and the necessity
as well as value of the Extradition Bill. Nor can the legislation be successful if
the timing is not correct. Law and legal arguments have their limits.
Legislative process is both legal and political. When some political groups
representing one side in local politics in Hong Kong managed to mobilize
successfully sufficient ordinary Hong Kong people against the Extradition
Bill, legal arguments reach their limits and have to give way to politics.
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